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MREAP Programme Steering Group 
Meeting Minutes 

March 18 2015 
Crossroads hotel, Lilongwe, Malawi 

Attendance: 
 

• Peter Dauenhauer 
• Conor Gilmour 
• Blessings Mbendera 
• Adwell Zembele 
• Happy Makalo 
• Mavuto Banada 
• Joanna Keating 
• Kondwane Gondwe 

• Catherine Currie 
• Vincent Doyle 
• Martina Kunnert 
• Magnus Mahrag 
• Georgy Davis 
• Sithembile Tembo 
• Edgar Kapiz Bayani 
• Million Mufata 

• Clement 
Masangano 

• Joseph 
Kalowekamo 

• Damien Devillers 
• Kelvin Tembo 

Morning Presentations 
The morning was given over to a selection of fifteen minute presentations detailed below: 

1. Peter Dauenhauer………MREAP Accomplishments Overview 
2. Georgy Davis…………..CEDP Timeline 
3. Edgar Bayani……………Community Energy Malawi, Beyond MREAP 
4. Kelvin Tembo…………..Renewable Energy Capacity Building Programme 
5. Damien Devillers……….Wind Mapping for Malawi 
6. Joseph Kalowekamo……Rural Electrification & Communal Energy 
7. Catherine Currie……….CEDP Process Evaluation, Initial Results (45min) 
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Refer to presentations for more detail on content. 

Discussion 

There was a short Q&A session following both J. Kalowekamo and C. Currie’s presentations. 
Dialogue is paraphrased. 

Following J. Kalowekamo’s Presentation (Answers from J. Kalowekamo, questioner unspecified) 

Q: [in reference to a comment about government targets for electrification of 30% 
electrification by 2030] How much of the 30% target is directed towards rural areas? 

A: Unsure exactly, around 10%. I need to check that we have a target in the new energy plan. 

Q: How are you incentivizing rural energy development? 

A: Duty Waiver and a [classified] plan in progress 

Q: It appears that electricity is not necessarily meeting the needs of some communities. 
What would? Is there a business model for what is valued? 

A: Focus on cooking and heating. Small PV systems not suitable for this so the people don't 
use the systems and prefer wood and charcoal. People are not willing to pay for electricity 
since it doesn't meet their basic needs, the price is also volatile so budgeting is difficult. 
Charcoal is comparatively cheap and consistent. Use of charcoal part of the problem of 
deforestation. Dependency on burning wood and charcoal must be reduced. 

Following C. Currie’s Presentation (Answers from C. Currie, questioners unspecified): 

Q: [In relation to MREAPs implementation] what should be done differently? 

A: Involve relevant people (e.g. stakeholders) at the start of projects. Planning should be at 
District level. Should be well understood that small projects can't be self-sustaining forever 
and renewable energy should be a District level objective. 

Advocacy component to create a demand and supply model 

Suitable Exit Strategy should be in place. 

Q: To what extent is awareness [of benefits of community projects] being raised? 

A: Awareness starting to spread naturally among communities. Efforts should be made to 
ensure people are not afraid of electricity and to develop understanding through local 
dialogue as opposed to external explanations. 

Additional Comments made 

• Joseph suggested value in a similar evaluation [i.e. one done for CEDP projects] of other 
solar projects. 

• Vincent raised awareness of a research paper from Community Level Total Sanitation. 

Afternoon Workshop Sessions 
Following lunch the full group was split into 3 smaller working groups for discussions on 
various important aspects of development. Each group spent half an hour discussing their 
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topic and presented their recommendations for important aspects of development to all in 
attendance. There was initially to be nine topics of conversation but this was reduced to six 
due to time constraints. Each session identified Key learning Points taken primarily from 
MREAP experience, obstacles, potential solutions, and recommendations for future 
developments, all related to the specified topic. 

Session 1: The first three topics were RE Training Provision, Community Engagement Process 
and Monitoring and Evaluation Framework. 
Community Engagement Process: 
Key Learning Points (KLP): 

• No energy officers in districts 
• People charging their phones in schools 
• CEDP involved CBOs 
• Missing link between CBOs and District Executive Committees 

Recommendations 
• Stakeholders need to be clearly identified from the onset 
• Funds at the project level can be mismanaged without tight fund management 
• Systems can suffer damage from abuse/vandalism. Necessitating security. Can be mitigated 

on some level by ensuring community buy-in. 
• Try to ensure good relations between the community and the contractors. Try to ensure that 

the community has the contact details of the contractors in case of system failure. 
• Use MERA accredited installers. Disseminate information of where to find list.  This is 

available through newspapers and MERA offices 
• Agreements should be signed between contractors and communities. 
• Keep local expectations in order. I.e. explaining from the start the cannot use solar for 

cooking/heating etc. to avoid over or misuse 
• An exit strategy which addresses sustainability should be built into the project 

 
Additional Comments 
 
Q: For MERA, how long after projects do servicing contracts expected to last? 
A: Contracts last for one year, if contracts are not honoured the contractor can be reported to MERA. 
In punishment licences can be confiscated. This appears to be effective – though there was not 
unanimous agreement that it was. MERA is obliged to inspect on request; communities should be 
made aware of this. 
  

• It was noted however that one year in not necessarily long enough for a maintenance 
agreement. If systems break after this period and there is no funding to fix the scheme may 
fail.  

• Longer servicing contracts are needed 3-5 years. 
 

RE Short Course Training Provision 
KLPs 

• 9 short courses made available through MREAP on a variety of RE topics 
• Advertising was an issue to ensure the right people be made aware of courses 
• Low uptake in general but uptake higher when working through local agencies. 
• Due to advertising approach which involved listing all available courses through newspapers 

at once (8 courses), it was difficult to fill any one class 
• 3 courses were delivered by Washted to communities in Mulanje selected by MuREA 
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• Students were of varying levels – for some with low education, content was too technical for 
good understanding.  Others, who had some experience with power systems, were more 
engaged. 

• Subsidies were required for course attendance.  Many who attended requested allowances 
and needing convincing that the training itself was of value. 

• Course costs (~£100, ~K70,000 per course for a 5 day course) 
 
Recommendations 

• Economics of training provision still need to be addressed since current courses cannot 
cover costs and subsidies are required.  

• Courses should be integrated with existing Institutions (Colleges) 
• Explore model parallels to City and Guild certificates. 
• Design courses to address demand – i.e. determine market demand and then respond. 
• Advertise one course at a time rather than all at once.  Try to first fill one course fully. 
• A more nuanced approach to advertising is required as it was seen as the main limitation to 

uptake of the courses – approaches to do so have not yet been demonstrated. 
• No pre-/post- questionnaires on course experience were completed, limiting analysis of 

effective the courses were.  Future delivery of courses should involve this aspect. 
• Additional similar training efforts are underway, more effort to link these up are needed 
• When focusing on the NGO market (i.e. personnel from NGOs), training providers should 

establish a relationship to determine skill needs and then let this guide course development 
and delivery. 

 
Additional Comments 

• [Regarding the MPhil programme] – No restrictions should be set on who can apply for 
MPhils  

 

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) Frameworks 
KLPs 

• Outcomes based on 3-5 year government cycles. How to go beyond this when funding is 
dependent on administrative cycle? The importance of evaluation for accountability and the 
focus of impact assessments on learning about changes for beneficiaries. How do you get 
both, accountability and learning? Clever terms of reference and a focus on process as well 
as outcomes.  

• Take note of the ‘ripple effect’ ie where else is there an impact from the project? Stories of 
replication are very powerful for government. 

• Think about the theory of change behind your programme.  What is the problem you are 
trying to solve? What is your understanding of how change happens? Do you have evidence 
which backs this up or contradicts it? So what? Always consider the wider enabling 
environment for your project. 

• To what extent is it realistic to involve communities 100% in the M&E process? To build the 
indicators bottom up, the tools, the system and then for the community to monitor, produce 
reports. Finally, then for the community to receive feedback from ‘donor’ or project 
manager on success/feedback from reporting. There is a very large capacity building 
component to do this successfully.  

• Data generation is a challenge. High level of illiteracy in communities.  
• What skills are needed to conduct a good evaluation? This needs to be addressed through 

the full M&E effort ie what evidence would a final evaluation need to be able to judge the 
achievements of the programme? It also needs to be tackled by putting time and effort into 
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a good terms of reference. What questions are appropriate? What scope? Which sample of 
projects? Why? 

• Remoteness of communities shouldn't be forgotten about. Choosing to work with 
communities with limited experience of projects and development creates its own M&E 
problems. Then there are considerations about the accessibility of these projects for all 
stakeholders: district officers, donor, technicians (to solve technical faults) etc. 

• The need to explain and keep on explaining why gathering data is important and needs to 
happen. 

 
Recommendations 

• Involve districts in evaluation from beginning: how can the evaluation generate data of use 
to them? Explain when the results will be shared?  Develop a system that will generate data 
of use for government.  

• Spend time designing your terms of reference and choosing the correct type of evaluation  
Short discussion about summative and formative evaluations (looking back and summarising 
what happened versus setting out achievements and how they relate to the future 
picture/strategy) 

• Try to develop the ability of the people gathering the data to interpret it to some degree for 
own use. It is essential that all statements are evidenced i.e. a statement must be something 
that can be verified or validated. Provide written feedback to those writing reports.  

• Working with chiefs is important for community buy-in - if they don't like something it won't 
happen. Generate inter-chief dialogue. Chiefs talk about their own positive experiences with 
schemes. 

 
Comments: 

• Locally it is relatively easy for people to gather data but it’s very hard to get people to 
interpret the results.  Additional support for this aspect is needed. 

 

Session 2: The remaining time is given over to discussing Remote Monitoring, Entrepreneur-
ship in Community Energy and Community Training and Capacity Building and Training (by 
vote). 
 

Capacity Building and Training 
KLPs 

• CBOs within CEDP generally require further capacity building support, in particular around 
technical and entrepreneur aspects. 

• Rural primary schools staff typically are leaving quite often 3 years or less, so this sometimes 
creates knowledge gaps that are not always filled  

• Training takes up a lot of peoples' time. People often not prepared to devote so many days 
• Literacy rates a huge issue and a general problem in Malawi and is a consideration in the 

training provision 
• Superstitions evolve around electricity and can dissuade people 

 
Discussion and Recommendations 

• Structure of training provision is important – a central expert coming to train community 
members may create some distrust (and as a result poor training results).  Discussion ensued 
around the possibility of a multi-level training structure where training could be provided at 
multiple levels (i.e. district and community) since capacity is needed in both areas. Trained 
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district persons could then address training at the community level, and provide ongoing 
support.    
• Identification of the district level organization responsible for the training is needed. 
• It was noted that resource requirements may be a challenge for implementation of this 

approach. 
• In practice it was felt that, in many cases, a lot of time and money wasted on community 

training.  Though it is important, it needs to be more effective.  Some suggestions: 
• Follow-up is needed to ensure training has been effective.  
• Indicators of the usefulness of training need to be established. 

• Some discussion ensued around the provision of training being very top-down (as part of the 
project design), without the beneficiaries desiring/seeing the need for it. 

• Ongoing training provision is not commonly addressed for projects but is needed 

Entrepreneurship 
KLPs 

• Business issues such as low initial profits and changeable markets are a challenge for RE 
projects 

• Choosing the right people for entrepreneurial development 
• People don't always pay for services e.g. Some teachers expect free electricity 
• Some obstacles to overcome such as malfunction technology and scarcity of parts 

 
Discussion and Recommendations 

• How to find entrepreneurs and keep them in place over time? Suggestions: 
• Target people who already have shown some promise i.e. repair men, shop owners etc.  
• Make the getting the position a competition  
• Investigate the possibility of teaching entrepreneurship.  Examples of this type of forum 

in Scotland. 
• Address the fact the people can be punished for taking initiative and building their own 

energy schemes [referencing the small informal micro-hydro scheme in the north]. 
Encourage and develop such people instead. 

• Information to be made available on suppliers and what supplies are available 
• Entrepreneurs (i.e. running a solar PV system, selling solar lanterns) need to be better 

informed about the performance and availability of products and need a supply chain 
• No examples were in known where CE projects were generating enough revenues to cover 

longer-term life cycle costs.  However, the CEDP Project in Machinga had indications that it 
would (though it is early yet to conclude as the project is only established for 6 months).  
Further information and research on whether CEDP’s Machinga project performs financially 
overtime is needed to validate the model.  In addition, more information about the specific 
project arrangements (i.e. the model) in Machinga would be useful. 

• Can income be generated with solar by offsetting carbon? 
• Difficult to measure offsetting. Introduction of solar powered lights not replacing any 

current use of carbon intensive activities. 
 

The PSG was ended due to time constraints so there was no group discussion on Remote 
Monitoring.  

Thanks are extended to all in attendance and who contributed to the project. 
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